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Abstract

Most system-on-chips (SOCs) today contain hierarchical cores that
have multiple levels of design hierarchy. An efficient wrapper design
for hierarchical cores is necessary to facilitate modular testing of SOCs.
In most of the prior work on wrapper design for embedded cores, all
the cores are assumed to have a flattened hierarchy. In this paper, we
present a hierarchical core model and a generic IEEE P1500-compliant
wrapper architecture for hierarchical cores. We assume that the embed-
ded cores within the hierarchical cores are hard cores, since they are
wrapped by the core vendor a priori and they have their own TAM ar-
chitecture. Unlike prior wrapper design methods that assume a single
test mode for hierarchical core wrappers, we present a general archi-
tecture for hierarchical core wrappers and describe various modes of
operation of the wrapper. We design reconfigurable wrappers for hier-
archical cores that can operate efficiently in all the test modes, thereby
minimizing the overall time required to test the hierarchical core for
any given TAM width. We propose a heuristic approach to solve the
problem of hierarchical core wrapper design, and present experimental
results for two hierarchical cores present in an ITC’02 benchmark SOC.

1 Introduction
Advances in semiconductor design and process technology have
facilitated the integration of a complete system on a single chip.
System-on-chips (SOCs) typically contain a heterogeneous mix
of digital logic, embedded memories, and analog modules. In
order to speed up the development of such large chips, their
designers increasingly use pre-designed and pre-verified third-
party cores such as CPUs, DSPs, media co-processors, mem-
ories, and mixed-signal cores. The design hierarchy of SOCs
typically spans multiple levels. As an example, [1, 2] describe
SOCs for digital video, for which the design is partitioned into
chiplets, which in turn consist of cores. Also, most of the indus-
trial SOCs in the set of ITC’02 benchmarks [3] contain multiple
hierarchy levels.

Large SOCs are often tested in a modular fashion, i.e., the vari-
ous SOC modules are tested as stand-alone units [2]. For embed-
ded non-logic components, such as memories and analog mod-
ules, and also for black-boxed third-party cores, modular testing
is mandatory [4]. However, a modular test approach is an at-

tractive proposition for the remaining SOC logic also, due to the
benefits of ATPG complexity containment (‘divide-n-conquer’)
and test reuse over subsequent derivative SOC designs [5]. Mod-
ular SOC testing requires an on-chip test access infrastructure,
consisting of test wrappers and test access mechanisms (TAMs).
Test wrappers isolate the various modules from their surrounding
circuitry during test, while TAMs transport test stimuli and re-
sponses between SOC pins and module terminals and vice versa.
The design of wrappers and TAMs has a large impact on the
SOC’s test length, which determines the test application time as
well as the required test vector storage depth on the test equip-
ment. Recently, many papers have been published that optimize
the design of test wrappers and/or TAMs [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11].
Unfortunately, most of these papers for reasons of simplicity as-
sume only two levels of hierarchy, i.e., SOC and core, and hence
ignore the fact that most realistic SOCs have a test hierarchy of
three or more levels. Support for multiple levels of hierarchy re-
quires substantial modifications to the approaches published so
far.

This paper addresses the issue of wrapper design for hierarchical
SOC cores, i.e., cores which contain other cores. To the best of
our knowledge, no previous in-depth studies on this topic have
been published before. Our significant contributions in this pa-
per are the following.

� We present a generic model for SOCs with a multi-level
test hierarchy, and describe four different practical wrap-
per design scenarios that occur between two adjacent hi-
erarchy levels.� We identify a new category of terminals for hierarchical
cores and explore the alternatives of connecting them into
the TAM.� We propose an IEEE P1500-compliant wrapper architec-
ture for hierarchical cores which is reconfigurable into two
complementary INTEST modes.� For a frequently occurring practical design scenario of the
four, we formulate for both INTEST modes the problem
of wrapper design for minimal test length, and propose
heuristic algorithms for both problems.�
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Our wrapper design approach can serve as an integral procedure
of a still-to-be-developed TAM-wrapper co-optimization tech-
nique for hierarchical SOCs.

The sequel of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
review prior work on core test wrappers and hierarchical SOCs.
In Section 3, we present a generic hierarchical core model. Sec-
tion 4 describes the proposed wrapper architecture for hierarchi-
cal cores and outlines the various components and modes of the
wrapper. In Section 5 and Section 6, we formulate the problems
of wrapper design in the two complementary INTEST modes and
propose heuristic approaches to design efficient wrappers that
minimize the overall test length of the parent core. Finally, in
Section 7, we present experimental results for two benchmark
parent cores from the ITC’02 benchmark suite [3]. Section 8
concludes the paper.

2 Review of Prior Work
A considerable amount of research has been done in test wrap-
per architectures and design techniques for non-hierarchical
SOCs. Marinissen et al. [12] proposed a core test wrapper
named TestShell, and Varma and Bhatia [13] described a very
similar wrapper called TestCollar. The IEEE P1500 Standard
for Embedded Core Test standardizes a core test wrapper [14]
that is very similar to the TestShell and TestCollar. All of these
wrappers have a scalable width TAM, and the TestShell and the
IEEE P1500 wrapper support both TestBus and TestRail TAM
architecture. The IEEE P1500 core test wrapper supports the
normal functional mode, the INTEST mode, the EXTEST mode,
and the Bypass mode. Figure 1 shows an example of an IEEE
P1500 wrapper. It has Wrapper Boundary Cells and a Wrapper
Instruction Register (WIR). It has a single-bit TAM with called
wrapper serial input (WSI) that is capable of transporting both
test stimuli and test control signals; It can be used to program the
WIR. It addition to WSI, the IEEE P1500 wrapper can support
an optional multi-bit TAM called wrapper parallel input (WPI),
which can be used to transport test data only. The P1500 wrap-
per also allows unequal number of inputs and outputs. Also, as
seen in Figure 1, the P1500 wrapper has the feature of wrapper-
wide bypass (WBY) that allows the bypass of an entire core
in one clock cycle. In addition to the above described work
on non-hierarchical wrapper architectures, recently, Koranne [6]
proposed reconfigurable wrappers for non-hierarchical cores that
can adapt to a TAM width dynamically during test scheduling.

Heuristic approaches for efficient wrapper design in non-
hierarchical cores were presented in [7, 8]. It was shown in [7]
that there exists a relationship between test length of a core with
its scan-in and scan-out times, through wrapper cells and core-
internal scan chains. The test time

�
of a core can be defined

as �	��
������������������� �"!$#&% '(�)�(*,+-��������� �.!$�
where

'
denotes the number of test patterns, and

���
and
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Figure 1. An example of an IEEE P1500 Core Test Wrapper
[15].

denote respectively the maximum scan-in and scan-out time for
a core. In [7], it was also shown that the wrappers should be de-
signed such that the maximum scan-in and scan-out times of the
core are minimized, so that the overall test length of the module
is minimized. Scan chains and wrapper cells are referred to as
TAM items in [7]; the number of TAM items is often greater than
the number of available TAM wires for testing. It was shown in
this paper that it is necessary to partition the set of TAM items
into a number of subsets equal to the number of available TAM
chains. The partitioning of TAM items over TAM wires deter-
mines the scan-in time

� �
and scan-out time

���
for the core, and

hence determines its test length. In [7], it was shown that for hard
cores, where scan chain redesign is not possible, the problem of
calculating

� �
and

� �
is equivalent to the well-known /10 -hard

problems of Bin Design and Multi-Processor Scheduling. It was
also shown that the Least Processing Time (LPT), Best Fit De-
creasing (BFD) and COMBINE heuristics can be used to solve
the problem. The BFD heuristic approach was used in [8] to
solve the wrapper design problem.

Although a significant amount of research has been carried out
on wrapper design and TAM optimization for non-hierarchical
cores [5, 8, 9, 10, 11], comparatively little has been published
on hierarchical cores. Only limited work has been done on test
architecture design for hierarchical cores [16, 17, 18]; however,
the focus has not been on optimizing wrappers or TAM archi-
tectures in these papers. While these papers have addressed the
design of hierarchical TAM architectures, they have not focussed
on optimizing the test architectures and presenting results for in-
dustrial benchmarks. In [19], TAM optimization techniques for
non-hierarchical SOCs have been used to optimize multi-level
TAM architectures. However the constraints on the modes of
operation of the hierarchical cores have been neglected in this
work.

Recently, in [20], Goel proposes a wrapper architecture for hi-
erarchical cores that allows a core to operate in INTEST and
EXTEST mode concurrently, thereby allowing parallel testing of
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cores at different levels of hierarchy. However, the wrapper cells
used in this approach have a high area overhead, compared to the
conventional IEEE P1500 wrapper cells, and may not be feasi-
ble for all applications. In our approach we address the problem
of designing a IEEE P1500-compliant wrapper for hierarchical
cores. A solution to this problem will make the the IEEE P1500
standard more useful for today’s SOCs.

3 Hierarchical Core Model

In this section, we present a generalized hierarchical core model
that can be adapted to a wide range of industrial designs. We
describe the various components of a hierarchical core and enu-
merate the different design scenarios that may exist in practice.

Hierarchical cores may have multiple levels of test hierarchy.
They have embedded cores, which in turn may have their own
embedded cores in deeper levels of hierarchy. In order to express
test hierarchy, we use the convention of naming levels based on
a depth-first traversal of the test hierarchy tree. The levels cor-
respond to the depth in the test hierarchy tree. The top-level of
hierarchy is the SOC itself, which is on Level 2 . A core embed-
ded in a core of Level 3 is on Level 3 �	�

. The core on Level 3
is called a parent core with respect to the cores on Level 3 �	�

,
and conversely the cores on Level 3 �4�

are called child cores
with respect to the core on Level 3 . Parent cores may have mul-
tiple child cores, which in turn may be parent cores to cores on
a deeper level. Hence, the hierarchical core model is a recur-
sive model. Figure 2(a) illustrates an example of an hierarchical
SOC, and Figure 2(b) illustrates its test hierarchy tree. Every
wrapped parent core has an external TAM and an internal TAM.
The TAM that connects externally to the parent core is called
its external TAM, and the TAM architecture of its child cores
is called its internal TAM. In Figure 2, Core 5 and Core 6 are
hierarchical cores, hence they have internal and external TAMs.
Core 5 has three levels of hierarchy, it has Child Cores 6 , 7
and 8 , and Child Core 6 has its own Child Core 9 .

We distinguish between the problems of wrapper design for
cores with hard and soft implementations of their scan chains,
wrapper and/or TAM architecture. A hard implementation is one
which is fixed a priori to the overall test architecture design and
implementation. On the other hand, a soft implementation is not
fixed and lends itself to design changes and optimization. Soft
implementation of scan chains, wrappers, and TAM architecture
are more suitable for optimization, since the design of test archi-
tecture can be adapted for a globally optimal test length. In [7],
it was shown that the problem of wrapper design for a core with
fixed scan chains is /10 -hard; this is infact true for most opti-
mization problems involving a hard implementation of a design.
On the other hand, the problem of optimizing a soft implemen-
tation is simpler [7] since it can be redesigned in accordance to
the available resources.

Based on the hard or soft implementation of scan chains, wrap-
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(b)
Figure 2. (a) An example of a hierarchical SOC, (b) test hierar-
chy tree for the SOC.

per and TAM architecture, a parent or child core can be clas-
sified as hard, wrapped and TAMed, or hard, unwrapped and
not TAMed, etc. A TAM architecture for a core can be imple-
mented only after the cores have been wrapped, and a core can be
wrapped only after the scan chains have been designed. Hence,
there is a design flow in which the scan chains have to be de-
signed before the wrapper, and the wrapper has to be designed
before the TAM architecture. A soft implementation of a design
cannot precede a hard implementation of a design in the design
flow. For example, it is not possible to have a fixed TAM archi-
tecture for an unwrapped core. There are four feasible combi-
nations of hard and soft implementations that are possible; these
are enumerated in Table 1. Both child cores and parent cores can
have any of these combinations of hard and soft implementa-
tions. However, the child cores have to be wrapped and TAMed
before the parent core can be wrapped or TAMed. Thus, the child
cores can be be soft only if the parent cores have a soft imple-
mentation of their wrapper and external TAM. The parent core
scan chains can be soft as long as the parent core has not been
wrapped, regardless of the child core architecture.

In this paper, we solve the problem of wrapper design for a par-
ent core in Level 3 , which has one or more child cores in Level3 �1�

. Since the hierarchical core model is a recursive model, it
is possible to extend the technique to any number of levels. The
technique has to be applied in a bottom-up manner, starting from
the child cores in the deepest level of the test hierarchy tree
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Case Scan Chains Wrapper TAM Architecture
1 hard hard hard
2 hard hard soft
3 hard soft soft
4 soft soft soft

Table 1. Combinations of hard and soft implementation of child
core scan chains, wrapper and TAM architecture.

In this paper, we consider the case in which the child cores have
fixed scan chains, are wrapped, and TAMed, and the parent cores
have hard scan chains, soft wrappers, and a soft TAM architec-
ture. The problem of optimizing the parent core wrappers for
test length is more challenging for this case. This is because the
the child cores have a fixed TAM architecture, which cannot be
optimized through redesign.

4 Wrapper Architecture

This section describes core terminals of a hierarchical core and
the architecture of the hierarchical core wrapper. It also details
the various test modes of the wrapper.

Based on test access requirements, core terminals for non-
hierarchical cores are classified as: functional-only, test data,
and control terminals [7]. The functional only terminals include
functional inputs and outputs that require wrapper cells to ap-
ply the test stimuli and store the responses. The test-data ter-
minals are the terminals directly connected to the scan chains
of the core, hence they do not require wrapper cells. Control
terminals are used to apply control signals to the various compo-
nents of the wrapper. A parent core, in addition to the terminals
mentioned above, has terminals that provide test access to the
wrapped child cores; we have named these terminals CTAM ter-
minals. CTAM terminals are inputs or outputs at the parent core
level that are directly connected to the TAM wires of the child
core TAM architecture. Thus, in a wrapped hierarchical core,
they connect to both the internal TAM and external TAM of a
parent core. Every wire of the internal TAM is termed CTAM
chain. Unlike the functional terminals, CTAM terminals do not
require wrapper cells at the parent core wrapper since the child
cores are wrapped, and have their own wrapper cells at their ter-
minals. These terminals also differ from the test data terminals,
since they operate in both INTEST and EXTEST modes. How-
ever, it should be noted that with the conventional wrapper cells
used in our architecture, the INTEST and EXTEST mode for a
core have to be time-multiplexed. Figure 3 illustrates an exam-
ple of an unwrapped hierarchical core. In this example, the SI
and SO terminals are the test data inputs and outputs respectively
for the parent core scan chains, the FI and FO terminals are the
functional inputs and outputs of the parent core, and similarly the
CTAMI and CTAMO terminals are the CTAM inputs and outputs
for the child cores.

The parent core wrapper architecture shares several components

in common with the IEEE P1500 wrapper architecture described
for flat cores in [14]. TAM ports (WPI and WSI), wrapper cells,
WBY and WIR, as described in [14], have similar functional-
ity in the parent core wrapper. However, additional components
have been added to facilitate efficient test access to child cores
embedded in the parent core. Also, the test modes of the par-
ent core wrapper differ significantly from the test modes of the
non-hierarchical core wrappers.

In the parent core, we have identified an EXTEST mode and two
INTEST modes. The parent core EXTEST mode is similar to
the EXTEST mode of the non-hierarchical cores. In this mode,
the parent core terminals are used for core-external testing. The
functional wrapper cells are used in this testing, and the parent
core scan chains can be bypassed. The child cores can be in
INTEST or EXTEST mode, since they do not participate in the
parent core wrapper functionality, and are internal to the parent
core. The two INTEST modes that we have identified in a par-
ent core are significantly different from the INTEST mode of a
non-hierarchical SOC.

sc
clk

Parent Core

bypass

Core CCore A

Core B
FO[0:2]

FI[0:4]

CTAMI[0:5] CTAMO[0:5]

SI[0:3] SO[0:2]

scan chain

scan chain

scan chain

Figure 3. Example of a wrapper design for a parent core with
two child cores.

1. Parent INTEST mode (INTEST : ): In this mode, parent
core internal testing is done. Test data is scanned through
the parent core scan chains, the parent core wrapper cells
and the child core wrapper cells. However, the child cores
have to be in the EXTEST mode to ensure complete core-
internal testing of the parent core. As a result, test data has
to be scanned through both the parent core and the child
cores. Hence, the available TAM wires have be distributed
between both the parent core scan chains and wrapper
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Figure 4. (a) Parent core wrapper in Parent INTEST mode; (b) Parent core wrapper in Child INTEST mode; (c) Unified parent core wrapper.

cells, as well as the child core TAM architecture. This
was ignored in the prior work done on TAM optimiza-
tion for hierarchical cores in [19]. For example, all the
TAM wires were devoted to parent core testing during the
INTEST mode of the hierarchical core.

2. Child INTEST mode (INTEST ; ): In this mode, child core
internal testing is done; all child cores are in INTEST
mode. The parent core wrapper elements can be in any
mode of operation since the TAM inputs will be able to
transport data to the child core terminals regardless of the
mode of operation of the parent core itself. Thus, in this
mode all the TAM wires can be utilized by the child cores
for their INTEST testing.

It should be noted that the two INTEST modes described above
have to be time-multiplexed, since both the modes require the
TAM input terminals to be active. In this paper, we focus on
designing a wrapper that is efficient, in terms of test length, for
both the INTEST modes. However, since the two modes are time-
multiplexed, the top-level TAM wires available for the overall
parent core testing at the parent core wrapper interface can be
used in both modes. Multiplexers can be used to route the TAM
wires to the child cores as well as the parent core scan chains and
wrapper cells. These multiplexers can be controlled by control
inputs that select the appropriate inputs depending on the mode
of operation. Now, the problem of wrapper design can be con-
sidered as a two-fold problem. Two wrappers can be designed
independently for the two INTEST modes, and can be merged
using multiplexers. We elaborate on this with the help of an ex-
ample.

Figure 4(a) shows an example of a parent core wrapper config-
uration when the core is in INTEST : mode. In this wrapper,
the available TAM wires are used to access the parent core scan
chains, parent core wrapper cells, and the child core CTAM in-
puts. Figure 4(b) shows the wrapper configuration for the same
parent core in INTEST ; mode. In this configuration, the avail-
able TAM wires can be distributed between the CTAM inputs
alone. Figure 4(c) shows how the two wrapper configurations
can be merged to form one wrapper, using multiplexers. The
multiplexer select bits can be chosen appropriately to access the
CTAM chains alone in the INTEST ; ,or they can be chosen such

that the TAM items participating in INTEST : mode are selected.

An alternative approach to using the above described merging
technique, is to partition the available TAM width into two ded-
icated TAM partitions for the parent core and child core TAM
architecture. In the parent INTEST mode, both the parent TAM
partition and child TAM partition can be used, and in the child
INTEST mode, only the child TAM partition can be used. As
a result, the TAM width available for child core testing in the< 3 �>=��.? ; mode is smaller than that available in our proposed
approach.

In addition to the wrapper features described so far, optional by-
passes can also be implemented that can be used in any of the
three modes. In [15], two types of bypasses have been defined.
The wrapper-wide bypass allow the bypass of an entire core.
Single registers are used as bypasses to avoid delay effects, thus
it takes one clock cycle to bypass the core; Figure 3 shows Core@

equipped with a wrapper-wide bypass. A wrapper-wide by-
pass can exist outside or inside the wrapper. Also, scan chain
bypasses can be available that allow the scan chains of a core
to be bypassed. Since the child cores are wrapped by the core
provider, the use of bypasses in child cores would be left to
the core provider’s choice. In our experimental results, we also
study the impact of bypasses on the test time of the wrapped
hierarchical cores.

In Section 5 and Section 6, we present the wrapper design prob-
lems for each of the modes in more detail, and propose heuristic
algorithms to solve the problems.

5 INTEST A Mode Wrapper Optimization

In Section 2 we explained that the scan-in and scan-out times of
a core should be minimized in order to optimize the overall test
length of a core. For a hierarchical core, the TAM items that par-
ticipate in the scanning in and out of test patterns are (1) parent
core wrapper input cells, (2) parent core scan chains, (3) parent
core wrapper output cells, and (4) child core wrapper cells. The
child core wrappers cells, together with child core scan chains,
form CTAM chains. Two or more CTAM chains can be daisy-
chained to form TAM chains. The sum of the number of wrapper
cells and the length of the scan chains in a CTAM (TAM) chain
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is referred to as the scan-length of the CTAM (TAM) chain. The
scan-lengths of child cores in INTEST : mode can be reduced if
scan-chain bypasses are enabled for child cores.

Prior to wrapper design, for a parent core, the information about
the number of scan chains and their lengths at the parent core
level is provided by the core provider. The number of wrapper
input and output cells is equal to the number of functional in-
puts and outputs respectively. Also, information about the scan-
lengths, scan-in and scan-out times of the child cores can be
obtained from the core provider in the form of test protocols.
Test protocols, provided for each child core by the core provider,
carry information about the test stimuli and the scan times of the
child core [22]. Thus, given the scan chain lengths, number of
input and output wrapper cells at the parent core level, and the
scan-lengths of the child cores, we have all the information re-
quired to determine the maximum scan-in and scan-out times
of the parent core in INTEST : mode configuration. The scan-
length of each CTAM chain can be computed from the given
information. In the INTEST : mode we have used the total scan-
lengths of the CTAM chains, instead of the scan-in and scan-out
lengths, to calculate the overall test time of the core. This as-
sumption may increase the overall test times of the core negli-
gibly, however it reduces the complexity of the problem. Thus,
with this information we can proceed to define and solve the
wrapper design problem for parent cores in the INTEST : mode
configuration.

In many practical cases, the number of TAM items is much larger
than the number of available external TAM wires. In such cases,
the set of TAM items has to be partitioned into a number of sub-
sets equal to the number of available TAM wires. The partitions
should be made such that the maximum scan-in and scan-out
times of the parent core are minimized. The wrapper design
problem for the parent core in the INTEST : mode can now be
formalized as a partitioning problem as follows.

Problem 1 [Wrapper design in INTEST : mode]
Given:

1. A set B <C�D
 E�<.F �$E�<HGI��%"%�%"��E�<"JK#
of wrapper input

cells, each wrapper input cell having length L �ME�<.�N!O�C�
;

2. A set P �RQSF ��Q�GT�"%�%"%���QVU
of parent core internal scan

chains, where scan chain
Q��

has length L �MQ���! ;
3. A set

E4WX�Y
�E4W F ��E4W G �"%"%�%H��E4W[Z&#
of wrapper out-

put cells, each wrapper cell having a length L �ME4W � !\�4�
;

4. A set PS] �^
 Q ]�_ F.��Q ]�_ GI�"%�%"%H�$Q ]�_ ` # of CTAM scan-lengths,
each scan-length has a length L ��Q ]�_ �M! ;

5. A set of a TAM wires.

Define:

1. For any bdceB <[f P f B Wgf Ph] , L � b !O�ji JTk&l L �nmV! ;

2. TAM partition o �4
 0 F � 0 G&�"%"%�%H� 0hp # of B <[f P f B Wqf PS]
into a disjoint sets, one for each TAM wire;

3. Input set
<&rs�h� 0 �Nt B W

;

4. Output set
Wvuw� � � 0 � t B <

;

5. Scan-in length for TAM partition o ,�"xy� o !O�1�����zFy{|�}{ p(L �}<r~�N!
;

6. Scan-out length for TAM partition o ,���K� o !\�q���T�zFy{|�}{ p(L ��Wvuw�V��!
.

Find a TAM partition o~� , having a subsets, such that the
overall test length of the core is minimized, i.e., os� satisfies�����V�M��xy� ov� !$�$�.�K� ov� !�!��Y���T�V����x$� o !$�$���K� o !�!

for all partitionso of B <>f P f B Wqf PS] . �
The above problem is similar to, but more general than, the par-
titioning of TAM chain items (PTI) problem described in [7].
TAM chains described in [7] are subsets of the set of parent TAM
items, since they do not include child core scan lengths. The PTI
problem has been shown to be /10 -hard in [7]. Thus Problem 1,
as described above, is also an /10 -hard problem.

We use a three-step approach, similar to that described in [7], to
solve Problem 1.

1. Assign the parent core internal scan chains P and the child
core scan-lengths Ph] to TAM chains, such that the maxi-
mum sum of scan-lengths assigned to a TAM chain is min-
imized. The resulting partition is named o>� .

2. Assign the wrapper input cells in B <
to TAM chains on

top of o � , such that the maximum scan-in times of all the
TAM chains is minimized.

3. Assign the wrapper output cells in B W
to TAM chains on

top of o � , such that the maximum scan-out times of all
the TAM chains is minimized.

Step 1 described above can be formalized as the Partitioning
of Scan Chains (PSC) problem as described in [7] and can be
solved using the Largest Processing Time (LPT) algorithm as
described in [7].

6 INTEST � Mode Wrapper Optimization
Next, we proceed to define the wrapper design problem for the
hierarchical core in INTEST ; mode. In this mode of operation,
the test stimuli have to be transported to the child cores only,
hence all the TAM wires available at the parent core wrapper
interface can be utilized for child core testing.

Problem 2 [Wrapper design in INTEST ; mode]
Given a set of CTAM chains � and child cores 5 , and for each
child core �	��5 , the number of test patterns

' ] , total scan-
length, scan-in, and scan-out times

� L ]�_ � ,
��x ]�_ � and

�.� ]�_ � respec-
tively on � chains ( ���e� ). Furthermore we are given a num-
ber a that represents the maximum number of parent core level
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TAM wires available for testing. Determine a wrapper design
for the parent core, such that the overall test length (in clock cy-
cles) required to test all the child cores is minimized and a is not
exceeded. �
The total test length of testing all the child cores depends on
the number of available TAM wires and the child core TAM ar-
chitecture. Let us consider two cases: (1) the number of avail-
able TAM wires is greater than or equal to the number of CTAM
chains; (2) the number of available TAM wires is less than the
number of CTAM chains.

Case I : a �~� � �
.

The test time taken to test Core
x
, if the number of available TAM

wires a is equal to the number of CTAM chains
� � �

, is given
by: �V�-�4
&���)���T������xN�����.���N!�#>��'|���)�(*,+-���"x������.����!y%

(1)

In Equation 1,
��x �

and
�.� �

are the maximum scan-in and scan-out
lengths of Core

x
respectively, defined as��x � �1������ �M��x � _ � !$����� � �~� � ��%

�.���S�1������ �M�.��� _ � !$����� � �~� � ��%
The total test time taken to test all the

� 5 �
cores on a �~� � �

TAM wires is the maximum of the testing time on any of the
CTAM chains. Let � ��� be a binary variable such that,

� ���[��� �I�
if a test for Core

x
involves CTAM chain �2 � otherwise

Core
x

involves CTAM � , if
��x�� _ � �q�.��� _ � �g� L � _ ���� 2 . Now, the

total testing time of the child cores can be expressed as:

�~� a !O�1������¡  � ����� � ���I�¢���ex��~� 5 �£�¥¤ 3�¦ �§� � �~� � ��%
(2)

Case II: a4¨ � � �
.

If the number of available TAM wires a is less than the num-
ber of CTAM chains

� � �
, then the available TAM wires have to

be distributed among the CTAM chains, such that the overall test
time of the child cores is minimized. Two or more CTAM chains
can be daisy-chained to form TAM chains that share the same
TAM wire. However, the scan lengths of the cores are subject
to change depending on the daisy-chaining of the TAM chains.
The scan-in and scan-out times of a core can now be defined as
follows.

Let two CTAM chains
? F

and
? G

be daisy-chained to form TAM
chain

?
. Let 0S©Mª and 0S©n« be the set of cores on CTAM terminal? F

and
? G

respectively. Assuming that
? F

precedes
? G

, the scan-in
and scan-out times of a Core

x
on

?�G
can now be defined for TAM

chain
?

as follows:

��x�� _ © �  �Hk :�¬ ª
� L � _ © ª �e��x�� _ © « %

�.��� _ © � �.��� _ © « % (3)

On the other hand, if
? G

were to precede
? F

, the scan-in and scan-
out times of a core on

? G
can now be defined for TAM chain

?
as

follows:

�"xN� _ © � ��xN� _ © « %�.��� _ © �  �Hk :�¬ «
� L � _ © ª �e�.��� _ © « % (4)

It should be noted that a core can have its TAM items connected
to both

? F
and

? G
, in which case the maximum of scan-in and

scan-out times obtained from the above expressions is chosen as
the scan-in and scan-out times of the core on

?
.

The scan-in and scan-out times of every core are calculated as
the maximum of the scan-in and scan-out times on every TAM
chain respectively. The number of TAM chains formed by daisy-
chaining CTAM chains is equal to the number of available TAM
wires a . Hence the scan-in and scan-out times of the cores can
be determined by taking the maximum of their scan times on thea TAM chains. The scan-in and scan-out times of a Core

x
are

now expressed as

��x��D� ���T�� ���"x�� _ � !$��§� � � a %
�.���D� ���T�� ������� _ ��!y�¢��� � � a %

(5)

The overall test time for testing the child cores in INTEST ;
mode can be determined using Equations (1) and (2).

Next, we propose a heuristic approach to arrive at a distribution
of the available TAM wires between the CTAM terminal pairs
in INTEST ; mode, such that the overall test time of child cores
is minimized. Procedure corewrap( a � � � 5 ), as presented in
Figure 5, describes the various steps of the proposed heuristic
approach.

We define an operator ® , which determines the test time of all the
cores connected to a CTAM terminal or to a TAM chain formed
from daisy-chaining two or more CTAM chains. Let

� 5 �
be a

set of CTAM chains daisy-chained together, and let ¯ ] J be the
logical OR of � ] J ��°�m � � 5 � . The function ® �n� 5 � ! is defined
as

® �}� 5 �N!O�^�  ] k ; � ] � ¯�] J&!$% (6)
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Procedure corewrap( ±>²�³�²�´ )

1. sort CTAM chains such thatµ�¶¸· ��¹Sº µ�¶¸· �y¹Sº)»$»$»&º µV¶¸·�¼ ½~¼ ¹ ;
2. for ¾S¿ ÀgÁ to Â ³ÃÂ do Ä�´ÆÅ := · Å od;
3. for ¾S¿ ÀÇ±�È�Á to Â ³ÃÂ"É merge extra TAM chains Ê
4. do select Ë~Ì�É�ÍsÂ µ�¶ Ä�´�Î ¹ ÀÇÏ�Ð£Ñ ��ÒKÓ.Ò ¼ ½\¼ µ�¶ Ä�´ Ó ¹ Ê ;É find smallest time TAM chain Ê
5. for ÔÕ¿ ÀqÁ to Ân³�ÂÉ find best daisy-chain candidate Ê
6. do if Ô×ÖÀ)Ë
7. do ÄØ´ÆÙ,ÚNÛ-Ü§¿ ÀÇÄ�´OÝÆÞsÄ�´Æß ;
8. if (

µ�¶ Ä�´ ÙàÚNÛ-Ü ¹Sá µ�¶ Ä�´Æâ ÚNã�Ù ¹ )
9. do ä�å"æ · ¿ À)Ô ;
8. od;
9. od;
10. od;
11. Ä�´OÝ>¿ ÀÇÄØ´OÝOÞvÄ�´Æâ ÚNã�Ù ;
12. Ä�´ â Ú�ãNÙ ¿ À�ç ;
13. od;
14. return ÉHÄ�´ � ²$è$è�èy²�Ä�´ ¼ ½~¼ Ê ;

Figure 5. Pseudocode for procedure corewrap(w,M,C).

In procedure corewrap( a � � � 5 ), if the number of TAM wires
is less than the number of CTAM chains, then starting with the
smallest TAM chains, in terms of testing time, the CTAM chains
are daisy-chained. Initially, all CTAM chains are considered to
be TAM chains (Line 2). Then the TAM chains are selected and
daisy-chained in an iterative manner until the number of TAM
chains is equal to the number of available TAM wires. The for
loop on Line 3 is the main loop in which the TAM chain with
minimum testing time is daisy-chained with another TAM chain.
For every TAM chain selected in Line 4, all the remaining TAM
chains are considered as a potential daisy-chain candidates. Af-
ter evaluating the daisy-chaining of every potential candidate
with the selected TAM chain, the TAM chain that yields the
smallest testing time is selected. The for loop on Line 5 searches
for the best daisy-chain mate for the TAM chain selected on Line
5. This iterative procedure continues until

� � ��é a TAM chains
have been daisy-chained with other TAM chains.

Wrapper-wide bypasses in child cores can help reduce test time
in the INTEST ; mode. If wrapper-wide bypasses are present,
the daisy-chaining of TAM chains does not increase the scan-in
and scan-out times of the cores. In this case, when a child core
is being tested on a particular TAM chain, the wrapper-bypasses
of all other cores on that TAM chain can be activated. As a re-
sult, the test stimuli for the core under test do not have to be
scanned through other cores, this can minimize the test time of
the core. However, wrapper-bypasses cannot be activated during
INTEST : mode, since the wrapper cells of all cores have to par-
ticipate in the testing of the parent core. In the INTEST : mode it
is advantageous for the child cores to have scan-chain bypasses,

since this will minimize the scan-lengths of the cores.

Although the proposed algorithm is a greedy algorithm, we em-
ploy an enumerative approach in merging two TAM chains.
Hence the complexity of this algorithm is O( � r G

), where �
is the number of available TAM wires and

r
is the number of

CTAM chains. Since � and
r

are not very large in practice, the
heuristic has reasonable execution times (less than 10 secs on a
SunW, Ultra-5 10).

7 Experimental Results

In this section, we present two case studies for the test wrapper
techniques discussed for the two INTEST modes in Sections 5
and 6. A direct comparison with competing approaches is diffi-
cult due to the lack of prior work on wrapper design for hierar-
chical cores. We present experimental results for two hierarchi-
cal cores from the ITC’02 test benchmark SOC p22810 [3]. The
details of the two hierarchical cores, along with their child core
TAM architecture are presented in Tables 2 and 3.

In this paper we have assumed that the child cores have a
hard implementation of their scan chains, wrappers and TAM
architecture. Thus, we use the TAM optimization tool TR-
ARCHITECT [5] to create a TAM architecture for the child cores.
We assume that the TAM architecture for the child core has 15
bit-wide internal TAM in Parent Core 1, and a 16 bit-wide inter-
nal TAM in Parent Core 4. Given an internal TAM width, the
scan-chain lengths, input and output terminals, and number of
test patterns of each of the child cores, TR-ARCHITECT designs
a wrapper for each child core, and it builds a TAM architec-
ture which is optimized for the overall test length of the child
cores. From the results, it is possible to determine the scan-in,
scan-out and scan-lengths of the cores on each CTAM chain. In
Tables 2 and 3, only the maximum scan-in, scan-out and total
scan-lengths of the child cores are presented for brevity.

Hierarchical Core 1 (p22810)
Parent core

number of scan chains 10
scan-chain lengths 130, 111, 111, 110,

110, 110, 110, 110, 110, 110
number of inputs 28

number of outputs 56
number of test patterns 785
Child core TAM Architecture (CTAM chains= 15)

Child-core ê test patterns CTAMs used scan-times ë
2 12324 1-12 (4,3,7)
3 3108 13-15 (16,22,38)
4 222 13-15 (13,9,22)ì ¿ scan-times are presented as ( Ïví"î scan-in, Ïví"î scan-out, Ïví"î

scan-length)
Table 2. SOC core parameters for Hierarchical Core 1 of SOC
p22810.
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Hierarchical Core 4 (p22810)
Parent core

number of scan chains 29
scan-chain lengths 214,106,106,105 105,103

102,101,101,101,100,93,92
84,84,75,75,73,73,73,73,27

27,27,27,27,27,27,27
number of inputs 112

number of outputs 112
number of test patterns 202
Child core TAM Architecture (CTAM chains = 16)

Child-core ê test patterns CTAMs used scan-times ë
5 712 1-12 (7,6,13)
6 26348 1-12 (7,6,13)
7 2628 13-16 (9,4,13)ì ¿ scan-times are presented as ( ÏvíHî scan-in, Ïví"î scan-out, Ïví"î

scan-length)
Table 3. SOC core parameters for Hierarchical Core 4 of SOC
p22810.
TAM Input Output
wire wrapper cells Scan chains wrapper cells

TAM[0] ï 7,110 ð
TAM[1] ï 1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1 ð ï 7,110 ð ï 1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1 ð
TAM[2] ï 1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1 ð ï 7,110 ð ï 1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1 ð
TAM[3] ï 1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1 ð ï 7,110 ð ï 1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1 ð
TAM[4] ï 1,1 ð ï 13,110 ð ï 1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1 ð
TAM[5] ï 21,111 ð
TAM[6] ï 110,111 ð
TAM[7] ï 6,110,130 ð
Table 4. Partitions of TAM chains items in INTEST ñ mode for
p22810 Core 1 ( ±�À�ò ).

We first performed wrapper optimization for Parent Core 1 for
several TAM widths. For the INTEST : mode, the set of TAM
items of the parent core is partitioned into subsets, such that the
number of subsets is equal to the number of available external
TAM wires a . In INTEST ; mode, the CTAM chains are daisy-
chained such that the resulting TAM chains are equal in number
to the number of available TAM wires. Table 4 shows the parti-
tioning of the TAM chain items of Core 1 in the INTEST : mode
for a parent core level TAM width of 8 ( a �Có

). It can be seen
that the partitions are made such that the scan-in and scan-out
times are mostly balanced over the different partitions, and the
overall test length is minimized. The total test length obtained in
INTEST : mode in this case was 194141 clock cycles.

In the INTEST ; mode, the number of CTAM chains exceeds the
number of available TAM wires by seven, hence seven CTAM
chains have to be daisy-chained with other CTAM chains. The
proposed heuristic gives the following result: TAM chains
(1,2,13,14,15), (3,12) and (4,5,6) are daisy-chained, while TAM
chains 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11 remain as is. It can be seen from Ta-
ble 2 that the CTAM chains that have the largest core in terms of
test length is given more dedicated TAM width than the smaller
cores. The total test length obtained in the INTEST ; mode in

Hierarchical Core 1 (p22810)
INTEST ñ INTEST ô test time ë± test time ë with bypass without bypass

2 564333 1020275 1140625
4 326189 789419 868078
6 239729 653855 868060
8 194141 481319 868046
10 155627 308783 868032
12 150125 136240 855707
14 108467 136240 855707
16 108467 74617 74617

Hierarchical Core 4 (p22810)
INTEST ñ INTEST ô test time ë± test time ë with bypass without bypass

2 285620 342755 742529
4 157933 305259 505061
6 115709 267763 505061
8 90334 227635 447614
10 88913 106787 276358
12 73079 52848 189362
14 70846 52848 184122
16 64147 26764 26764ì

: All test times are presented in clock cycles.
Table 5. Test times of p22810 hierarchical Cores 1 and 4.

this case is 868046 clock cycles; the child cores are assumed to
have no bypasses in this case.

Figure 6 shows an example of a wrapped IEEE P1500-compliant
hierarchical core. The parent core has scan-chain bypasses that
can be activated during the EXTEST mode of the parent core.
Child Core

@
has a wrapper-wide bypass that can help reduce

the overall test length of the core in the INTEST ; mode. All the
multiplexers can be controlled by the wrapper instruction regis-
ter in both the modes. In this example, an external TAM width
of six bits is available. In INTEST : mode four wires are used
for the parent core scan chains and its wrapper cells, and the re-
maining two are used for the child cores. In INTEST ; all the six
wires are connected to the six bit wide internal TAM.

In Table 5 we present the test times obtained in the two wrapper
configurations for several external TAM widths. We also com-
pare the test lengths of cores in the INTEST ] mode, with and
without wrapper-wide bypasses. While embedded cores are of-
ten designed with a wrapper-wide bypass, many cores do not
contain this feature [2]; therefore, we consider both cases in our
experiments. The child cores in Parent Core

�
and õ do not have

scan chains; they have wrapper cells only. Hence, scan chain
bypasses have not been considered. We vary the external TAM
width from 1 to 16 in steps of 2 for both the INTEST modes.
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Figure 6. An example of a wrapped hierarchical core.

8 Conclusion

In this paper, we have addressed various issues involved in wrap-
per design for hierarchical cores. We have presented an IEEE
P1500-compliant hierarchical core model and a hierarchical core
wrapper architecture that can adapt itself to a wide range of in-
dustrial hierarchical cores. We have formulated the wrapper de-
sign problem as a two-fold problem and proposed heuristic ap-
proaches to solve it. We have also presented results for hier-
archical cores in a benchmark SOC from industry and studied
the impact of TAM-wide bypasses on the test time of hierarchi-
cal cores. As future work, we intend to develop wrapper design
techniques for the other design scenarios we have described in
Section 3.
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